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Adult/Tertiary Learners:
Influences on Reading Format Preference and Learning
Research suggests a number of variables correlate with whether an adult learner will learn
optimally from digital reading formats, and whether they will prefer a digital or hard copy
format. Some of these are briefly summarized in the attached grid.
Your Experience
PREFERENCE
 Under what circumstances do you like to read digital texts, and when do you prefer to
print out or obtain a hard copy? How does this track with the available evidence? Does
a need to deeply learn or remember information have an influence on your preference?
STUDENTS
 For tertiary educators, what have you noticed in your students about their preferences
for print or digital text in trying to learn? How does this track with the available
evidence?
 What costs do students incur for their printed or electronic learning materials?

Action Issues
Use your own experience as an educator, along with what you are learning today, to propose
changes in selection and use of print vs. digital learning materials.




What kinds of reading do your students engage with in their courses? Are the common
formats optimal for those types of reading? If not, what could be changed about the
format, assignment, presentation of text, availability of printing, other, either by you,
your colleagues, or administrators?
In your context, what is the relative importance of the cost and convenience of learning
materials, versus any possible learning detriments? What are the implications for
action?

Factors Influencing Format Preference
among Adult/Tertiary Learners
GREATER PRINT PREFERENCE
Interface Features

Difficulty of
Learning
from Text

Reader
Objectives

Access

Length

 E-version features scrolling

 E-version supports mental mapping of text,
single-page layout
 Under ~5-7 pages/3500 words

 Over ~5-7 pages/3500 words

Accessibility

 E-version exacerbates visual
limitations and ergonomic strains

Reading Level

 Challenging relative to reader’s capability

Learning Goal
Task Importance
Cost

Convenience

GREATER DIGITAL PREFERENCE

 E-version mitigates visual
limitations and is ergonomic
 Less challenging relative
to reader’s capability

 Deep

 Surface or Strategic

 High stakes; requires best effort

 Lower priority or leisure

 Print version costs less
 Printing services are expensive

 Electronic version costs less
 Printing services are inexpensive

 Print more portable, network connectivity scarce
 Close proximity to print versions/libraries/stores
 Task time is less constrained

GREATER PRINT PREFERENCE

 Network connectivity abundant
 Device access/ownership prevalent
 Task time is more constrained

GREATER DIGITAL PREFERENCE

Factors can be influenced by…
Interface designers & engineers
Educators in the classroom
Institutional policy or practice
National regulatory and economic
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